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Control:
ETC Element with WiFi access point for use with iRFR or aRFR
Unisyn 6 Zone/6 Preset Programmable

Dimmers/Circuits:
ETC Sensor 96 2.4k Rack
90 Dimmer per Circuit House*
(8, 88 & 93-96 are reserved)

Rough Circuit Locations:
16 on the floor (8 SL & 8 SR)
72 on the grid
8 on FOH Batten

Instruments: Inventory marked with a
5 - Source4 19° (575w)
28 - Source4 26° (575w)
2 - Source4 26° (575w) w/ Rosco iCue and DMX Iris
20 - Source4 36° (575w)
6 - Source4 50° (575w)
4 - Source4 25°- 50° Zoom (750w)
14 - Source4 PAR (750w)
6 - FarCyc Double Bay (1kw)
4 – L&E 4 circuit 8’ Mini Strips (750w per circuit)

Accessories:
12 - Source4 50° Barrel
16 - 12” Sidearm w/ tee
6 - 8’ Boom w/ base
2 - 50’ 6 Circuit Socapex Snake